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Ingrid Schneider
A weekend celebration October 26-28 brought together members from Norway, Sweden, and Denmark
for "Children's Day." "Many of our efforts in the different fields of our heavenly Father's work during the
last few weeks have been blessed with success," Ingrid Schneider writes. "The highlight was, of course,
the weekend in Oslo. The varied activities meant a lot of inspiration for each one of us." Guest speaker
was the information officer of the Republic of Korea, who brought Korea closer to the minds and hearts
of the members.
Another recent guest speaker was Dr. Fred Schwarz, well-known American anti-Communist speaker and
writer. "The seminar we sponsored in September with him as guest lecturer has earned us the respect of
many other organizations who are doing responsible and sacrificial work for persecuted Christians and
other minorities, but who are lacking depth in their understanding of the situation," Ingrid added.
They have also found a very suitable office, which will temporarily serve as a combination office and
seminar-room. With preparations nearly finished, they will be able to use it before the end of the year.
Another recent project is a small singing group, with engagements in old people's homes, children's
homes, hospitals, etc. Of it Ingrid says, "This enables us to serve the people of our community, give them
a chance to meet us and to get to know our aims, and of course gives benefit to the singers themselves,
just as every service holds great blessing for those who are serving, not only for those who are receiving."

Information Officer Kim from the Republic of Korea describes life in Korea

The Unified Family likes to sing. We also like to make our neighbors happy. Therefore we will be happy
to sing for them

Danish members sing

